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One thing that has really resonated with me over the
years is the philosophy of being pretty careful to not
do something everyone else is doing. Going with the
masses can be dangerous.
I have communicated the story many times about the
cab driver that was giving me tips on what investment property I should be buying. This guy was in
Florida and told me about how people were making a
killing off of flipping condos and that I should be
getting my money here ASAP! Well, we all know
where that went don’t we?
The point is do not go along with what all other real
estate investors are doing. Once you hear about the
so called band wagon a red flag must go up, a little.
Now, if you hear about it from say 7 people in one
day then you better run from it.
Where most people lose money in apartments or investment real estate OR do not profit as much as they
could is because they get drawn in and listen to the
masses. Don’t you do this.
The next time a good opportunity comes up make
sure that you embrace it. If it comes up often, run
from it.
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it comes toPurchasing
investments
Apartment
the vast majority
of people have
Tip #14
money in the stock market.
Check Out The Area
Heck, I do too. But, how much
After
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depend
on theDark.
stock market
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Really
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one unit
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Thethere
topic was
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effective
back
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to look
at it,isitnot
was
but
by the
things
Gilligan
around
8:30
PM
or
so.
What
a
shocker.
taking my advice very seriously. Story at
NOT with our building but the building
11!.
across the parking lot. It was a three
ring circus with loud music, four letter
words, cars jacked up and oh yeah the
police happened to pull in and speak
with these folks. Lesson here is check
out the entire area—even after dark. The
area the property is in more than anything else will determine whether or not
you will have a profitable property. If you
have bad neighbors you will have a bad
property...OUT OF YOUR CONTROL!

Have a question about
real estate?
Log on to our website and Ask a
commercial expert!
www.askthecommercialexpert.net

Frank Rizzi
Phone:

What Are Frank Rizzi’s Recommended Books of Reading?

626-339-1000
Email:
frank@boscommercial.co
Website
www.boscommercial.com
626-339-1000

I go through a lot of books. I read about four to
five books per month. Some may feel that is a
lot and other may think no big deal.

1.
2.
3.

As a result, I get asked all of the time what kind
of books that I recommend for reading. I
thought I would give you my short list of books
that I recommend adding to your library. Some
may surprise you.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Think and Grow Rich - Napoloen Hill
E-Myth - Michael Gerber
Winning Through Intimidation - Robert J.
Ringer
The Godfather - Mario Puzo
Rich Dad Poor Dad - Robert T. Kiyosaki
Creating Wealth - Robert Allen
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People Stephen R. Covey
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Success
Habit #7
Never Sell Your
Apartments Or
Commercial
Investment
Properties.
One of the biggest
success habits of my
best clients is that
they do not sell.
They buy and hold and
hold and hold. Many
of us tend to think
the big profits come
to those who buy and
then sell. That is a
capital gain for
sure, but, not the
best way to win at
this game.
My best clients never
sell. They keep
using the equity that
keeps building up
over and over again.
I have one customer
who has bought two
other (large)
businesses over the
last 20 years by
simply refinancing
his 12 unit apartment
property he has owned
for 30 years.
Keep in mind he only
put money into this
venture one
time..When he bought
the apartment
building. So, he has
a nice building, with
large amounts of cash
flow and equity in it
AND a couple of
profitable businesses
too?
Don’t sell if you can
help it.

I M P O R TA N T M E S S A G E F R O M F R A N K R I Z Z I
ABOUT IMMUNITY TO CRITICISM AND THE
Available
“ S O C I ANew
T A LApartment
L A N D LProperties:
ORD GUILT COMPLEX” ...
***NEW
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Always remember, most people in your world DO NOT want you to succeed as an apartment or
nice apartment property. Rents in the $550—$560 range. Fully occupied !!.
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Good cash with a property that is only 6 years old. ID #@@@
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So, you may be thinking, what this story has to do with you and your commercial real estate
business.
***NEW LISTING—4 PLEX—SW—All two bedroom units. Rent is $465 per

month per unit. Good condition and good location. Assumable loan means not
Plenty.
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thinking is
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much down
payment.
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$149,000 with new roof and new parking lot, floor coverings, etc. ID #@@@@

Many times you hear from me what works, what doesn’t work, how to market your apartments
7
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successfully,
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2020
in a way that gives them value and is not theft It cannot be one sided. If it is one sided you will
lose over the long run. Remember the goal is to win in the short and long term.

10 Units—A six plex and a four plex. Newer properties can be sold together or
separately. Owner will finance and prefers selling together.$475,000. All two
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going to
www.commercial-investments.com.
STEPS TO COMMERCIAL WORKOUTS

I am a Property Manager, but lately I’ve been contemplating changing my job title to
Risk Manager. Recently it seems as if I spend 90% of my day managing risk and only 10%
trying to innovate ways in which we can make our property owners and tenants happy. The
latest risk I have been asked to manage, and I am sure many of you will be faced with in the
very near future is trouble debt. The industry calls this little challenge “Workouts.”
I was given this assignment because I had experience as an Asset Manager, where I
would negotiate with borrowers who were in default. I would try to help them resolve their
problems. I was employed by a well funded investment company who purchased a block of
loans for about 41 cents on the dollar. It was my job to contact the property owners and either
settle their loans somewhere between 70 & 90 percent of the loan balance or forward the file to
an attorney for foreclosure.

A pa r tm e n t a n d C o m m e r c i a l P r o p e r ty I n v e s to r N e w s l e tte r

7 STEPS TO COMMERCIAL

WORKOUTS
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(CON’T)

As Property Managers one of our main responsibilities is to ensure that our owners don’t lose
a property, however sometimes bad things happen. I’m going to give you some very important
steps that can be initiated if your owner has put himself in a bad position with a lender.
Step 1. Do your job better than you did before. Lease up available vacancies, cut costs
wherever you can, and keep capital expenditures down to a minimum. You should be able to
show a lender the viability of this asset sustaining itself.

Bos Commercial’s
Southern California’s
investment fund is
guaranteed NOT to scare
you or keep you up at
night!!

Step 2. You need to survey the debt market and figure out if it is possible to do a refinance, in the event you cannot refinance you need to take this information to the existing lender
and persuade them into considering a workout.
Step 3. If you’re lucky enough to be dealing with the owner of the loan and not a servicer for a CMBS loan, you have a 3 times better chance to restructure the debt. CMBS lenders
care more about cash flow than the actual borrower. Most borrowers do not have relationships
with individuals who work on the loan workouts on behalf of the bondholders who hold their
mortgage. Not to mention they have little to no knowledge of the fiduciary responsibilities to
those bond holders, and what power they have. If you or your owners are faced with this challenge its best to hire an attorney that specializes in this field.
Step 4. Get your paperwork in line. According to a bank insider, they look at this asset
much like an investor does. If an astute investor would be likely to buy it, they would be likely
to restructure the debt. When you make your presentation to the bank, have all your leases
available, if you have a tenant whose lease is expired, make them sign a new one, even if its for
a short period of time or even if it has a termination clause. Have copies of your vendor bills,
dating back to the last year with you. Make sure they add up with the figures on your financial
statements. Have pictures that make the property look great. Get your estoppel certificates from
each tenant, and have your available spaces in a good marketable condition. You need to be
able to illustrate that the asset is producing, and show them at what level, so that the lender can
determine if a workout is feasible. If you have a building that is vacant and believe the likelihood of getting a tenant (s) in soon is unforeseeable, a workout is probably not going to happen.
Step 5. Get a Forensic Loan Audit. A Forensic loan document audit is a comprehensive investigation of the loan documents. There are several companies that are doing this now.
The Forensic loan document audit is an integral part of the loan modification process. According to an Attorney from Safe Solutions, “four out of five of the audits performed reveal major
truth in lending, RESPA, predatory lending, and Real Estate/Mortgage Fraud violation.” If an
error is found, this can give you great leverage when negotiating with the lender.
Step 6. Develop some proposals; this is where the fun begins (seriously its great). Proposals can vary and can range from delaying mortgage payments for a year, to interest reduction, principle reduction, equity participation, or venture capitalist involvement. Just to name a
few.
Step 7. Try to avoid Foreclosure. It’s important to contact the lender before there is a
major problem, if you have exhausted all attempts that I’ve mentioned. Your next option would
be to try to do a short sale on the property. You should also try to negotiate a non-credit damaging resolution. The implications of a bankruptcy or foreclosure are serious and will stay with
the owners for a long time. Lenders aren’t sympathetic and seem to never forget those borrowers who do not act in good faith to work out their loan problems.

Frank Rizzi
Bos Commercial

Imagine : This Class A
Office building in
Escondido is 100% full!


Great Office and
Apartments in the San
Gabriel Valley.



Not having to manage
any of them.



Getting double digit
overall returns from
these properties.



No risky loans or
capital calls.



Having an expert own
the properties right
along with you.



Cash flow checks
coming to you month
after month.



Getting all of the
benefits of an active
owner and never
having to deal with

Available Commercial
Investment Properties
For Lease - West Covina 969 Soft
 Can be customized to your needs
 Plenty of parking
 Free phone system
 Medical or Professional Office
For Sale or Lease - Burbank
Zoned for media production
 Near studios and Freeway
 Zoned for media production
 Sound & energy efficient
 2500 Sq ft. Stand Alone

Call
888-267-8838x301
For More Information

For Lease - San Bernardino





Office spaces from 547- 13,500 square ft
Full HAVC
Secure floor
Award winning building

This Months Insider Secret
Are You Running A Business Of Quiet Desperation?
I am amazed by people. I really am. Now, don't get me wrong, I have not got it figured out, far from it. But
here is one thing that floors me. Are you ready? People are scared! Scared to take that first step out of their comfort
zone and really accomplish business success and live a happy and fulfilling life! I really want you to think about a
couple of things. First, you cannot get your time back, once it is gone, its gone. So, what the heck are you really doing anyway? I mean really! Are you spending the precious time you have doing the most important things in your
business and in your life for that matter? Are you really? Or are you scared? Scared of what other people will think
of you? Scared of what other brokers will think of you? Scared of what your manager will think of you?
I will tell you the biggest barrier I see that stops people from not only making more money but also having a
more fulfilling life is that they are darn worried about what other people will think of them. Worried about Criticism!
But, don't be afraid of being bold in what you do, stick your neck out there a little bit! My goodness, you only have
so much time my friend, what are you waiting for?
Believe me, I have brokers that are taking 6 months to get out one advertising piece to their clients. Please,
don't be one of those business owners that acts like your business is akin to getting arrested if you screw up. That’s
just it, don't be afraid of screwing up a little. Believe me, the quicker you make all of your mistakes and get them out
your system faster you will achieve your goals! Just start making the mistakes, stop living a life or having a business
of quiet desperation. Be bold, be brave, you deserve more success and more prosperity, you deserve it NOW!

